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By Amanda Trimble

Three Rivers Press (CA), United States, 2006. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 201 x 130 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Sometimes Flying Solo Means You Just Have to Wing It sin-gle-
ti-ni: A curious type of female typically found living in urban settings; possessing an unusual, some
would say deathly, fear of growing up and getting married. Meet Victoria Hart. She s sassy,
sparkling, and taking the Chicago dating scene by storm as a professional wingwoman --a modern-
day matchmaker hired to help clueless guys find Miss Right. With nights on the town, drinks on the
house, and clothes on the credit card, Vic is loving her glam singletini lifestyle. There s just one little
problem . . . okay, maybe two. She needs to keep her new career a secret, and the first of her friends
just got engaged--ENGAGED! Vic isn t sure she s ready to be that grown up yet--she likes her life the
way it is. Not that being a wingwoman is all wine and roses. With clients ranging from cowboys and
would-be porn stars to her best friend s boss, Vic quickly discovers this late-night Cupid gig is trickier
than she anticipated. To make matters worse,...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on reading through but really exciting to read through. it was actually writtern really properly and
beneficial. I am just very easily could get a delight of reading through a created publication.
-- Gino Jer de Jr .-- Gino Jer de Jr .

This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD
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